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In addition to constructing our fifth Health Post and Birthing Center, D2N
completed:

Phase One COVID Relief, which
•

•
•

Provided educational materials, hand washing stations, masks and hand
sanitizer for 70 public schools. 12,000 of these cloth masks were made by
local tailors.
Broadcast educational segments about the spread and prevention of
COVID in six different languages, on four local radio stations.
Held free health camps at five different locations in February 2021. 2289
patients (pictured, waiting in line, on left) were seen, with a staff of health
care professionals rotated through the camps. 413 dental patients were
seen; 237 teeth were extracted. 289 pairs of eye glasses provided sight to
opthalmology patients; 134 patients of them diagnosed with cataracts that
have since been corrected. 177 children were examined by a pediatrician;
309 patients by a gynecologist. 197 patients were tested for diabetes and
316 xrays were taken.

Phase Two COVID Relief, which
•
•
•
•
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Created a COVID isolation unit in the Janasewa Community Hospital,
supplying oxygen and medications.
Constructed a free-standing COVID isolation unit in Aieshulekharka.
Supplied thousands of COVID testing kits which were administered in
several villages.
Acquired home quarantine kits consisting of masks, thermometers, pulse
oximeters, hand sanitizer, soap, home isolation guidelines, medicines and
vitamins, allowing COVID-positive patients to access the health system
only when necessary, keeping COVID patients and their families safe at
home.
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COVID Relief
Provided ongoing COVID Relief in Highland Park - emergency food security,
mental health counselling, senior support, emergency utility and general
assistance funding, as well as providing access to available resources.
Parker Village
Supplied financial and volunteer support to move 350 raised beds from Buckets
of Rain to the local community of Parker Village (PV), where PV continued to
grow fresh produce for Highland Park residents and maintain the Clinic to Farm
to Table program at the S.A.Y Detroit Family Health Clinic.
Building Better Men
Funded staffing for Building Better Men, a mentorship program for youth at
risk, and sponsored summer programs, which included fishing, golf, hiking and
archery.
Avalon Village
Resumed music programming in Avalon Village, in the form of a month-long
free camp for Highland Park youth as well as moved 80 raised beds to be
utilized by Avalon Village.
Soulardarity
Worked with Soulardarity and Avalon Village to place one of five new, smartsolar-powered streetlights on Avalon. The streetlight provides a WIFI hub for a
several block radius.
Original Mother's International
Fully funded the first year’s budget for Original Mother’s International, whose
members rely on each other for support and resources. The women share
clothing, furniture, food, supplies and knowledge. Twice weekly free virtual
classes provide education, exercise, and guidance for raising children in today’s
world. D2N also held a clothing drive for the families and obtained their 501-C3
for them.
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